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Yanis

Jim

Student with 
alternative though, Yanis is 

described as a warm, opened and 
committed individual by his friends. His sociability 

assets allows him to build a network around Youth ID. 
 In short an adventurer who has already had strong 

interpersonal and organizational experiences.

Active in 
various organizations, Jim 

has collected a vast array of communicational 
experiences, which have allowed him to 

master different communication tools & 
issues. He is interested by digital 

communication, mainly for 
its creative ways of 

producing inte-
ractions.

Step Step Step Step

- Identify what is at 
stake for integrating the 
youth in the decision 
making-process
-Build a portfolio of 
youth activist 
-Gather different 
stakeholders around 
Youth ID to support our 
project 

- Interview those youth 
activist and broadcast 
videos and articles 
- Create content to 
make our social media 
& partners interactive 
to question those youth 
activist 

- Do a video-project 
about all the youth 
activist met
- Share their 
recommendations to 
integrate the youth 
beside their peers. 

- Events to share our 
experience and thank 
our partners 
- Animate sustainably 
our think-tank to 
increase the movement. 

March 2016 February 2017 September 2017
Octobre 2017

PURSUIT OF 
YOUTH SWITCHERS

Project holders
cOME-BACK

BULB
CEREMONY

YOUTH IDeal
COMMUNICATION



What role can the youth play ?
Facing various crisis more and more actors 
highlight the dynamism, creativity, optimism and 
capacity of adaption and innovation of the youth 
today. However there are very little examples of 
youth less than 35 years who have been given the 
opportunity to participate in the decision-process 
of their organizations. 

Following sustainability and performance logic, 
organizations, S.M.Es, international institutions, 
political groups, associations, and cultural 
organizations should aim to integrate youth in 
their decision-making process. Young people often 
confront a  “glass ceiling “ thats represents an obs-
tacle in making decisions with other members of 
their groups.

Our project

More than 3 billion of young people
How to apply efficient, sustainable and unifying decision when 

half of the population is not taken into account? 

Using interviews, from February to September 2017, 
we aim to broadcast the youth’s voice who has 
managed to join the decision-making process within 
their respective organizations in aims of understanding: 

• How do they manage to break the glass ceiling when 
they were not meant undertake this take at their age? 
• What is impact of integrating youth in their 
long-term performance? 
• How do diversity and plurial youth profile impact 
things such as inequality? 
• What role can young people play in the future? 

Our goal
Through the meetings of youth change-makers, 
inspire our new generation and persuade our 
decision-maker that integrating youth beside their 
experiment peers is a sustainable solution. 

Yanis



Support youth id

youthID.net

"Youth should be given a chance to take 
an active part in the decision-making of 

local, national and global levels."
 

 Ban Ki-Moon, Secretary-general of un,
WORLD POPULATION DAY 

- Show your support to an 
intergenerational, positive and 
unifying project. 
- Involve yourself and your 
organization in a long-term 
project for youth integration 
and innovative management 
- Have a direct access to our 
productions and recommenda-
tions 
- Support us and receive a tax 
deduction 
- Join our partners network and 
positive communication on 
social media

- You want to share your ideas 
and skills, let’s build together a 
long-term project with real 
impacts 
- You know a young deci-
sion-maker? Put us in contact 
to interview him or her and 
share his or her experiences to 
help our generation and 
society
- Be fully involve in our project 
with a financial or materiel 
support (IT, accommodation, 
communication...) and take 
advantage of a positive com-
munication
- Follow and share our project 
and interviews

Votre
logo

WHY? OUR NEEDS HOW?

OUR SUPPORTS
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LET’S TURN ON THE LIGHT
IN EACH COUNTRY WE VISIT

« I found out what the world needs. 
Then I go ahead and try to inven it.»

Thomas A. Edison

STEP 1
Spontaneous street interviews of people about 
the place of the youth in their society.

STEP 2
Statistics infography about the place of the youth 
in the country we are. We tackle four dimensions: 
economic, political, cultural, sociological.

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

A "lightening interview" video release,  a short 
video version of the "young switcher" (1 min).

Visit of a local initiative empowering youth for 
their professional & citizen lives 

Meet a local politician in charge of the youth 
field and give him or her young switchers’ re-
commendations.

A "lightening interview" video release, a long 
version (10 min) and an article about our 
conclusion on the local youth initiative. 



Objective 1

Youth ID has a huge potential of visibility and we will strive to highlight youth issues for media 
and decision-makers

YOUTH ISSUES : A HOT TOPIC
Since we have started to work on Youth ID on March 2016, we have been building a large database of articles - 
and every week many articles, documentaries, daily-shows focused on youth issues. Leading media players are 
interested by this subject such as Arte, France Télévision, Le monde, Courrier international...  

PRESS AND PARTNERS COVERAGE
We will be able to attract the media interest. Last year, we did in France the "Tous des solutions alternatives" 
which was a media success. During this initiative we had articles on specialized sector of automobile and 
sustainable development (such as forum des mobilités ; JournalAuto ; le Mouv’, Radio Ethic...), also at a national 
scope (the WWF manifest, an interview in France Inter) and at an international scope (United Nations Aim2-
Flourish Initiative, Youth Talents Franco-Dutch Network, the Erasmus+ report). 

Since we have now a first experience and a wide journalist portfolio, we are aiming to develop more our media 
coverage on Youth ID. Our partners, such as Jeunes reporters Europe or CFBP, supported by professional presse 
agencie, will help us to mobilize media during press conferences.    

Youth network

We know that we will be able to count on the young mobilization for our project. Youth ID has the ambition to 
inspire at a European and worldwide scope. We will take the opportunity to lean on committed and militant 
youth network as well as our personal network (Business school alumnis, Erasmus+, Youngo...)

A positive, innovative & digital communication
Last but not least, we have been working hard to develop an innovative & positive communication to mobilize 
and attract the media and community. During our different experiences we already built efficient communica-
tion campaign. More than highlighting young «role models», we want to involve our public by organizing 
street interviews when we arrive in their country.
It will help us to understand the feeling about the role of the youth in their country. Also through the social 
media, our public will be able to ask questions to the young leaders we will interview, and propose games 
contest to show our partners products. 

Project visibility
If you want to take part on this great adventure and 
highlight an international and positive project, joins us.

"What would be the light without people who produce it?"
Philippe Montillier



A lightening interview
Our project

With our project Youth ID, we want to reconcile young people with job market, to reconcile our generation 
with our future. For that we need to have a positive communication. Our ‘lightening interview’ has two 
objectives. 

Objective 1

Claiming to our generation ‘we have a bright future’. Whereas more and more young people are pessimistic and see as 
only future unemployment or, in the best case, a job that they do not like, we want to prove that it is possible to reach the 
top and do what you like by interviewing young switcholders.

Saying to decision-makers ‘believe and give its chance to the youth’. Not only because you are decided about our future 
but also because to make efficient decision you need continuity and innovative ideas. Young people do not want to 
replace its elders but be trained by them and be on their side.

Our inteRview will be structured in 4 parts

What is your position in your organization?

- Your missions?
- Your management?
- Your budget?
- Did you believe you would 
   reach a high position?

HOW DID YOU REACH THIS POSITION?

- Your training?
- Your career and experiences? 
- Did you have mentors?
- What did you succeed where many are blocked?

- Your strengths?
- Did you supervisors always perceive them?
- Is it your personal strengths or it is characteristic 
  of an upcoming generation?
- Do you notice weaknesses to be young?
 

As a youth, what strengths you bring to your 
organization?

- How are you perceived as a young with high position?
- How do you manage people older than you? 
- Could we be as young our own obstacle? Are we too 
  ambitious?
- Complementary team of managers with different 
   ages and experiences could be a solution? 

why is it so difficult for young 
people to reach the top? how to change it? 

Objective 2



different
DOMAIN

politics

culture
& sport

ngo Big
companies

Start-up

STREET &
ALTERNATIVE

We will interview young people from different countries to highlight the good prac-
tices and cultures empowering them. And because the youth is facing strong obsta-
cles in every sector and has different aspirations for their future, we will not focus on 
one field. Whatever the domain, there should exist places for the youth.

young decision
makers

Young people have different aspirations for their lives because among youth there is a 
diversity of our society and we want to represent this diversity with Youth ID. So, on 
top of going into various domains of our society, we will fight against discriminations 
proving that some young women or young disabled or young disadvantaged role 
models exist. Pledging for youth integration in our society is fighting against every 
discrimination for a more inclusive society.

diversity



Because our generation is aware about sustainable development issues, we want to have this dimension 
within Youth ID. Hence we will strive as much as possible to have responsible behaviour during our project. 
We want to show that many solutions - and not only one - already exist today! and not only one solution. 
There is not a perfect solution for transport, accommodation, alimentation… but a range of them which all 
have assets and liabilities depending on the situation. We should encourage alternatives way and that what 
will do within Youth ID.

TRANSPORT

A pledge for sustainable development among the youth

We want to highlight sustainable mobility. For that 
we will use alternative fuel and carpooling. We 
would try to compensate our carbon emissions 
too by buying the certificate compensation that 
some airlines or bus companies offer.  We want to 
thanks some partners for allowing us to have 
sustainable mobility: 

alimentation
We will consume fair trade products as much as 
we can. We want to show their benefits for our 
society.  We want to thanks some partners for 
allowing us to have sustainable alimentation: 

ACCOMODATION
We would like to show the new initiatives in accom-
modation. We want to thanks some partners for 
allowing us to have sustainable accommodation:

DIGITAL
It is a growing sector used today and some 
responsible practices exist. We want to thanks 
some partners for allowing us to have sustainable 
technologies: 

SOURCE : REFEDD
http://refedd.org/consultation-nationale-etudiante-2014/



Professional and associative experiences 

Communication Manager | Don Jigi Fest
Social media strategy, artiistic strategy, digital analysis, content creation
2013 - Still in pposition

Research and digital Freelance experiences | End Television, End Event, Westport Consulting
Research on social business, web development & digital communication
August 2016 - Still in position

Digital Brand Content Manager | Ethik Investment
Development and management of digital reputation
August 2016 - February 2017

Communication & Event partner member | Bureau de Développement Durable
Graphic creation, event management & fundraising
2015 - Still in pposition
Communication & Patnership Assistant | Festival Les Coquecigrues
Social media strategy, PR manager & partnership manger
October 2013 - June 2014

Academic and training 

Google Digital Activist | MOOC
Digital communication open course
Graduated in September 2016

École Supérieure de Commerce de Rennes | IBPM
International Bachelor in Management
2012 - 2015

Toulouse Business School, master strategy
English Track (Toulouse & Barcleona)
2015 - 2018

Language and IT SKILLS

fRENCH

100%

ENGLISH

80%

Adobe Suite
Microsoft Office
Wordpress
Community Management 
SEO

MUSIC

CINEMA

tRAVELLING

sPANISH

30%

gERMAN

30%

HOBBIES

+  3 6  2 4  6 7  7 3  7 3

p a s q u e t . j i m @ g m a i l . c o m

5 9 ,  r u e  V a s c o  d e  G a m e

7 5 0 1 5  P A R I S

CONTACT

INNOVATIVE, COMMUNICATIVE AND CREATIVE 
WITH INTERNPERSONNAL SKILLS

Jim
Pasquet

YOUTH ID
Resume



Professional and associative experiences 

Member of Young observators in UN, UNFCCC department
Negociation tracker, focus on climate change education and intergenerationel equity
July 2015 - Still in pposition

Technical Assistant in GIZ, Envrionmental Governance and Biodoversity Program
Support to the UN development in Algeria
June 2015 - August 2015

President of Sustainable Developmment Association | Bureau du Dévelopmment Durable
Put Sustainable development into effect in a positive, innovation and gathering way 
2014 - Still in position

Member of the association SIAD (Service International d’Appui au Développment)
Backing of entrepreneurs : active in Burkina Faso & Senegal
JDecember 2014 - Still in pposition

Academic and training 

EU programme Youth  Exchange and Training Courses
(Spain, Ireland, France, Turrkey...)
2014 - 2015

Preparatory School, Jean Zay Boarding School
Gratted a degree of excellence
2010 - 2013

Toulouse Business School, master in financial management 
English Track (Toulouse & Barcleona)
2014 - 2018

MOOC - Eco-convecvoir demain
Arts et Metier Paris Tech
2015

Language and IT SKILLS

fRENCH

100%

ENGLISH

80%

sPANISH

80%

ARABIC

50%

Expertise in Microsoft Office 
Turbo Pascal
Windows Movie Maker
Photofiltre

SPORT

CULTURE

tRAVELLING

HOBBIES

+  3 4  6 8 4  0 8 7  5 9 3

y . l a m m a r i @ t b s - e d u c a t i o n . o r g

C a r r e r  d e  l l u ç a ,  1 0  

0 8 0 2 8  B A R C E L O N A

CONTACT

DYNAMIC, PRO-ACTVIE AND CREATIVE WITH 
INTERNPERSONNAL SKILLS

Yanis
Lammari

YOUTH ID
Resume


